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ABSTRACT

34

Background: Prenatal alcohol exposure can result in a wide range of adverse health outcomes,

35

including in some cases fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD), a lifelong neurodevelopmental

36

disorder. Thus, there is pressing need for effective interventions to prevent alcohol-exposed

37

pregnancies (AEPs).

38

Method: A systematic review was undertaken to provide an up-to-date analysis of the current

39

prevention literature. Pubmed, Embase, CINAHL and PsycINFO were searched for relevant English-

40

language articles published from 1970 onwards. Studies were eligible for the current systematic

41

review if the interventions included pregnant and postpartum women and/or their support networks to

42

prevent AEPs and FASD. Outcomes of interest included alcohol consumption behaviour, knowledge,

43

contraceptive use, neonatal outcomes, family wellbeing or functioning, economics and healthcare

44

utilization outcomes.

45

Results: 34 peer-reviewed studies met the inclusion criteria. Fifteen studies employed brief

46

intervention methods, 6 used long term/intensive strategies, and 5 were educational interventions. A

47

further 3 studies assessed counselling approaches, 2 evaluated multicomponent interventions and 3

48

assessed nutritional supplementation interventions.

49

Conclusions: The current review identified variable results from available interventions to prevent

50

alcohol use among pregnant and postpartum women. Preliminary evidence demonstrated that brief

51

interventions may be effective among subgroups of pregnant women with higher initial alcohol

52

consumption, those with partner involvement, and those who used alcohol and other substances

53

concurrently. Some preliminary evidence relating to long-term interventions with pregnant women

54

with poly-substance use emerged, specifically case management that not only focused on reduction of

55

substance use, but also on addressing the complex interplay of health and social well-being of

56

families. Overall, additional research is required to improve the effectiveness of preventative

57

approaches during pregnancy and the post-partum period.

58
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INTRODUCTION

65

There is no universally accepted safe level of alcohol consumption during pregnancy (Egon et al.,

66

2018). Alcohol is a known teratogen that passes through the placenta and reaches an almost

67

equivalent concentration in the embryo (Burd et al., 2012). Prenatal alcohol exposure (PAE) can

68

cause fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD), which is characterized by a range of physical,

69

neurodevelopmental and behavioural impairments (Lange et al., 2017b, Akison et al., 2019).

70

Prevalence estimates of PAE vary around the world, ranging from 4.1% in Norway (Mårdby et al.,

71

2017), 7.3% in the United States (U.S.) (Green et al., 2016) to 60.4% in Ireland (Popova et al., 2017,

72

Cameron et al., 2013). Lange et al. (2017a) estimated that 1 out of every 13 exposures resulted in a

73

child having FASD. Prevention of alcohol consumption during pregnancy is thus urgent and

74

imperative. As the likelihood of FASD (Masis and May, 1991) increases with subsequent pregnancies

75

(May et al., 2004), preventive efforts that not only target pregnancy, but also the postpartum period

76

are critical to consider in the prevention of FASD (Fleming et al., 2008).
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77

A number of previous reviews have examined preventive efforts regarding FASD or alcohol-

78

exposed pregnancies (AEPs). Most reviews have adopted a targeted approach and focused on a

79

selective preventive field. A Cochrane review by Stade et al. (2009) found inconclusive results of

80

psychological and educational interventions for reducing alcohol consumption and increasing

81

abstinence among pregnant women or those planning a pregnancy. Subsequently, in a systematic

82

review that included both randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and non-RCTs, Gilinsky et al. (2011)

83

found some evidence supporting brief interventions (BIs) for the maintenance of alcohol abstinence

84

during pregnancy. Ospina et al. (2011) reviewed the effectiveness of preventive strategies for FASD,

85

which encompassed universal, selective and indicated approaches. Although there was good evidence

86

supporting a multimedia education program aimed at youth in school settings, there was overall

87

limited evidence that universal preventive approaches, such as alcohol-related warning messages,

88

alcohol bans, and social marketing strategies resulted in desired changes in knowledge, attitudes or

89

alcohol use behavior during pregnancy. Evaluation of selective preventive efforts, such as counselling

90

and health education programs yielded mixed results; half of the studies (12 out of 23) received poor

91

methodological quality ratings. The remainder of the studies with moderate (n=10) to strong (n=1)

92

methodological quality showed evidence that counselling and health education approaches could be
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effective in reducing alcohol use among women of childbearing age who consumed alcohol, pregnant

94

women, and women at risk of an AEP (Ospina et al., 2011). Evidence supporting effectiveness of

95

indicated preventive approaches was weak (Ospina et al., 2011). More recently, Gebara et al. (2013)

96

reviewed BIs in reducing alcohol consumption among women in general, inclusive of pregnant

97

women. Overall, results indicated a potentially promising effect from BI in terms of reduction in

98

alcohol consumption (Gebara et al., 2013); although only 8 studies were reviewed that included

99

pregnant women, the majority of studies included in this previous review focused on women of
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100
101

reproductive age who were not pregnant.
Given that the most recent comprehensive systematic review was conducted more than 5 years

102

ago, it is timely to provide an updated summary of preventive efforts to identify current gaps and

103

future directions for research and practice in the prevention of AEPs and FASD. A systematic review

104

using a comprehensive approach to examine available interventions for prevention of AEPs and

105

FASD among women of childbearing age, including those who are pregnant, was performed. Due to

106

the large number of studies identified from our initial search, findings were separated into two

107

reviews to allow in-depth analysis of the results. The current review reports on interventions that

108

focused on women who were pregnant or during the postpartum period.

109

MATERIALS AND METHODS

110

The study protocol was registered with the international prospective register of systematic review

111

(PROSPERO; CRD42018107669). This systematic review conformed to the Preferred Reporting

112

Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) statement (Moher et al., 2009).

113
114

Search strategy

115

Articles were identified through a systematic search of the following electronic databases: PubMed,

116

Embase, PsycINFO and CINAHL from 1970 to July 2018. The year 1970 was chosen as fetal alcohol

117

syndrome was first characterized by Jones and Smith in 1973 (Jones et al., 1973). Search terms

118

included combinations of the following: (prevention, promotion, education, intervention, reduction,

119

treatment, therapy, nutrition, micronutrient, health behaviour, health knowledge, attitudes, practice),

120

AND (childbearing age, pregnancy, preconception care, prenatal education, prenatal care, prenatal

121

exposure delayed effects, periconception) AND (fetal alcohol spectrum disorder, prenatal alcohol
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exposure, fetal alcohol, neurodevelopment, alcohol-exposed pregnancies, alcohol drinking, alcohol

123

consumption, alcohol intake). See Supplementary Data File 1 for the search strategies that were

124

applied for each database. The initial search (August 2018), removal of duplicates and screening of

125

titles and abstracts was performed by author MNE. Full texts were screened by authors MNE and NR

126

and discrepancies were resolved by discussion.

127

Study selection criteria

128

Peer-reviewed articles were eligible for inclusion if the following criteria were fulfilled: (1) the target

129

population consisted of women of reproductive age (pregnant or non-pregnant) and/or their partners

130

and/or support networks; (2) study designs included RCTs, controlled clinical trials, cohort studies or

131

pre-post studies; (3) was an intervention that aimed to prevent AEPs, FASD risk or prevalence; and

132

(4) quantitative outcome assessments were utilized. Outcomes of interest included: assessment of

133

alcohol use; contraceptive use behavior (e.g., change in contraceptive type or frequency of use);

134

knowledge and perception about alcohol consumption in pregnancy, neonatal outcomes (e.g., APGAR

135

scores, neurodevelopment milestones, FASD diagnoses); family wellbeing or functioning as well as

136

healthcare utilization outcomes. Studies were excluded if they were: (1) were not published in

137

English; (2) were preclinical studies, grey literature, theses, or commentaries; or (3) exclusively

138

focused on universal preventive approaches, such as government initiatives on alcohol labeling,

139

pricing, or taxation. Universal preventive approaches were excluded as they focus on a wider

140

community-level based outcomes.

141

Study quality assessment

142

The methodological quality of the included studies was assessed by three authors MNE, NR and AS

143

independently using the Downs and Black checklist (Downs and Black, 1998). Discrepancies were

144

resolved through discussion. The Downs and Black checklist is a tool used to assess both randomized

145

and nonrandomized studies across four areas: (1) reporting; (2) external validity; (3) internal validity

146

and (4) statistical power. The highest possible score for each study was 28. Downs and Black score

147

ranges were assigned corresponding to quality levels as previously reported (Hooper et al., 2008);

148

“excellent” (26-28); “good” (20-25); “fair” (15-19) and “poor” (≤14).

149

Data extraction and synthesis
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Data extraction was carried out by two authors, MNE and NR independently with disagreements

151

resolved through discussion. Results of the studies were grouped based on the types of intervention:

152

brief (single and multi-sessions), educational, long term/intensive, multicomponent or nutritional

153

interventions. Information about the authors, year of publication, country, study design, setting,

154

population, mean age and age range, outcomes assessed, number of participants, intervention and

155

control used, assessment of alcohol consumption and level of alcohol consumption, longest follow-up

156

period, and key findings were extracted.
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157

RESULTS

158

The literature search identified 7,471 potential articles, after duplicates were removed. See Figure 1

159

for an overview of the screening and selection process. A total of 52 articles were included, out of

160

which 34 focused on women who were currently or recently pregnant and 18 focused on women

161

during the preconception period. The current review includes studies that predominantly focused on

162

pregnant and postpartum women and their partners. Studies predominantly focused on women during

163

the preconception period will be reviewed in a separate study. An updated search was performed prior

164

to submission (Feb 2020) and no additional studies were identified.

165

Results of the quality assessment

166

Scores ranged from 6 to 25 out of a possible 28 (See Figure 2 and Supplemental Data File 2). Half of

167

the studies (n = 17) received a “fair” rating (i.e. scored 15-19). Nine studies received a “good” rating

168

(i.e. scored 20-25) and eight studies were rated as “poor” (i.e. scored ≤14). Score deductions mostly

169

related to reporting of adverse events (Item 8), representativeness of the study participants of the

170

entire population (Items 11 and 12) and blinding (Item 14). Nearly half (7/15) of the studies

171

employing BI received a “good” rating and the remaining eight BI studies were rated as “fair.” All

172

three counselling studies received “poor” ratings. Out of the five studies employing educational

173

interventions, one was scored as “good” (Reynolds et al., 1995), three were scored as “fair” (Sarvela

174

and Ford, 1993, Belizan et al., 1995, Calabro et al., 1996) and one as “poor” (Waterson and Murray-

175

Lyon, 1990). As for long term studies, three received “fair” ratings and three received “poor” ratings.

176

One multicomponent intervention received a “poor” rating (Masis and May, 1991) and one received a

177

“fair” rating (Armstrong et al., 2003). In the nutritional supplementation category, Jacobson et al.

178

(2018) was rated as “good” and Coles et al. (2015) and Kable et al. (2015) were rated as “fair.”
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Study characteristics

180

The majority of studies were RCTs (n=16); the remainder were cohort studies (n=8), clinical

181

controlled trials (n=8) or before-and-after studies (n=2) (See Table 1). The majority of the included

182

studies recruited only pregnant women (n=27). Two studies recruited only postpartum women

183

(Fleming et al., 2008, Ondersma et al., 2016). Both pregnant and/or postpartum women were recruited

184

in three studies (Reynolds et al., 1995, Grant et al., 2005, Masis and May, 1991) and two studies

185

predominantly included pregnant women, but also some non-pregnant women (Whiteside-Mansell et

186

al., 1999, May et al., 2008). Two studies involved pregnant women with partners or support people

187

(Chang et al., 2005, Belizan et al., 1995). One study focused on pregnant adolescents (Sarvela and

188

Ford, 1993). Nine studies involved pregnant women who consumed alcohol and/or other substances.
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189

The majority of studies were conducted in the U.S (n=24), followed by South Africa (n=3),

190

Sweden (n=2), Ukraine (n=2), and one each in the United Kingdom (Waterson and Murray-Lyon,

191

1990), Norway (Meberg et al., 1986), and South America (Belizan et al., 1995). Most studies

192

recruited participants from health care settings (n= 26), which included antenatal clinics, delivery

193

suites, health centres, and hospitals. Participants from three studies were from substance abuse

194

treatment programs (Whiteside-Mansell et al., 1999, Winhusen et al., 2008, Osterman et al., 2017).

195

Two recruited participants from community settings (Eisen et al., 2000, May et al., 2008), one from a

196

Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants and Children (O'Connor and Whaley,

197

2007), and two from combination of both community and health care settings (Ernst et al., 1999,

198

Grant et al., 2005).

199

Level of alcohol use. The inclusion criteria and definitions regarding levels of alcohol use

200

differed between studies (Table 1). Ten studies recruited participants with different alcohol use levels.

201

Twelve studies targeted “heavy” or “high-risk” participants. Six studies recruited participants with

202

comorbid alcohol and other substance use histories. Coles et al. (2015) and Kable et al. (2015) made

203

comparisons between moderate/high alcohol-consuming and low/unexposed participants. The

204

remainder either did not include alcohol use inclusion criteria (Waterson and Murray-Lyon, 1990,

205

Sarvela and Ford, 1993, Calabro et al., 1996) or stipulated their own criteria, for example one or more

206

drinks per month (Handmaker et al., 1999). The proportion of women using alcohol varied across the

207

9 studies that included alcohol and/or other substances; 22.1% in the intervention and 15.1% in the
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control group (Sarvela and Ford, 1993), 79% (Ernst et al., 1999), 83.6% (Whiteside-Mansell et al.,

209

1999), 33% and 23% in treatment and control group respectively (Eisen et al., 2000), ranging from

210

6.3% to 27.9% depending on intervention groups (Armstrong et al., 2003), 63% to 78% depending on

211

intervention groups (Grant et al., 2005), 9.8% and 11.2% in the treatment and control groups

212

respectively (Winhusen et al., 2008) and 100% of participants (Armstrong et al., 2009, Osterman et

213

al., 2017).
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214

Intervention characteristics. The types of interventions identified were categorized into six

215

groups: BI, counselling, education, multicomponent, long-term, and nutritional supplementation

216

(Figure 3 and Table 2). Of note, while counselling-based interventions have decreased in popularity,

217

BI have increased, and most recently, nutritional supplementation interventions have been a focus of

218

research. Overall, BI was the most employed (n=15), with the majority of studies testing a single

219

modality of BI compared to control (n= 14). Only one study involved a comparison of two types of BI

220

(Armstrong et al., 2009). Seven studies implemented a single intervention session model with the

221

remainder investigating multiple BI sessions. The majority of the BI sessions were face-to-face

222

(n=12), and 3 studies utilized computer-delivered BI (Tzilos et al., 2011, Ondersma et al., 2015,

223

Ondersma et al., 2016). Counselling was employed by three studies (Meberg et al., 1986, Nilsen et al.,

224

2010, Nilsen et al., 2012). Five studies employed education interventions; three were single-session

225

programs (Reynolds et al., 1995, Calabro et al., 1996, Waterson and Murray-Lyon, 1990) and two

226

were multi-session programs (Sarvela and Ford, 1993, Belizan et al., 1995).

227

Two studies were categorized as multi-component interventions (Masis and May, 1991,

228

Armstrong et al., 2003). Masis and May (1991) described the Tuba City project, an intervention with

229

small number of women in a Navajo community in Arizona, which encompassed programs targeting

230

primary, secondary and tertiary preventive efforts. Armstrong et al. (2003) was a multi-center

231

community-based program, involving early identification of substance use, early intervention,

232

ongoing counselling, and case management for pregnant women with substance use disorders.

233

Five studies were considered long-term interventions. The Arkansas Center for Addictions

234

Research, Education, and Services (AR-CARES) program was a 5-year “one-stop shop” model

235

designed to provide comprehensive, multidisciplinary residential and outpatient substance abuse

236

prevention and treatment services to low-income pregnant and parenting women (Whiteside-Mansell
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et al., 1999). Grant et al. (2005) assessed outcomes of women enrolled in the Washington State

238

Parent-Child Assistance Program, a three-year community-based alcohol and drug prevention and

239

intervention program to prevent future exposed births. Eisen et al. (2000) evaluated nine community-

240

based drug prevention, education, and treatment projects for pregnant and post-partum women who

241

used alcohol or other drugs during the current pregnancy. de Vries et al. (2015) provided a

242

comprehensive case management approach, which included life skills, motivational interviewing and

243

community reinforcement approaches to heavy drinking pregnant women to achieve reduction or

244

cessation in drinking. In May et al. (2008), a comprehensive, community-based approach to

245

prevention in reducing the rate of FASD was examined, where enhanced case management, which

246

included techniques of motivational interviewing was implemented.
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247

Finally, three studies across two cohorts examined the impact of nutritional supplementation

248

on mitigating the impact of PAE (Coles et al., 2015, Jacobson et al., 2018, Kable et al., 2015). Coles

249

et al. (2015) and Kable et al. (2015) assessed the combination of both multivitamin and choline

250

supplementation versus choline alone and placebo among children exposed to moderate/ heavy levels

251

of PAE and low/unexposed children from the same prospective cohort in the Ukraine. Jacobson et al.

252

(2018) assessed choline versus placebo among children exposed to heavy PAE in Cape Town, South

253

Africa. The dosage of choline in Coles et al. (2015) and Kable et al. (2015) was 750 mg per day

254

whereas the choline dosage was 2 gm per day in the Jacobson et al. (2018) study.

255

Control group characteristics. In the BI studies, control groups consisted of alcohol

256

assessment, interview, screening or survey, brief advice, or usual care. Control groups in Handmaker

257

et al. (1999), Marais et al. (2011), Fleming et al. (2008), and Tzilos et al. (2011) received both alcohol

258

assessment and written information. Control groups in six of the studies either received alcohol

259

assessment, screening or questionnaires (Chang et al., 1999, Chang et al., 2005, O'Connor and

260

Whaley, 2007, Osterman and Dyehouse, 2012, Ondersma et al., 2015, Ondersma et al., 2016). Brief

261

advice was given to the control group in Yonkers et al. (2012). Control groups in the remainder of BI

262

studies consisted of usual care, including treatment typically provided at community treatment

263

program sites (Winhusen et al., 2008, Osterman et al., 2017).

264
265

Control groups in the educational interventions were routine prenatal care (Sarvela and Ford,

1993, Belizan et al., 1995) and general written information on pregnancy (Waterson and Murray-
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Lyon, 1990). Calabro et al. (1996) had no control group. Routine antenatal care was the control

267

employed in all counselling studies (Meberg et al., 1986, Reynolds et al., 1995, Nilsen et al., 2010,

268

Nilsen et al., 2012). For multicomponent interventions, Masis and May (1991) did not have a control

269

group, whereas the control group in Armstrong et al. (2003) consisted of pregnant women who

270

screened negative for alcohol or drug use. In studies employing nutritional interventions, the control

271

groups in Coles et al. (2015) and Kable et al. (2015) were pregnant women who were unexposed or

272

had low alcohol exposure. Jacobson et al. (2018) employed a placebo control group. For long-term or

273

intensive interventions, three studies did not include a control group (Whiteside-Mansell et al., 1999,

274

Grant et al., 2005, de Vries et al., 2015). Those not participating in treatment services, declining

275

services and receiving no intervention constituted the control groups in Eisen et al. (2000), Whiteside-

276

Mansell et al. (1999) and Ernst et al. (1999), respectively.

277

Study outcomes
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278

Brief intervention study outcomes. The main outcomes were summarized into four categories

279

(1) reduction in alcohol use; (2) alcohol abstinence; (3) infant outcomes; and (4) treatment utilisation

280

(Table 2). Thirteen studies assessed reductions in alcohol use. Five studies reported significant

281

findings favoring the intervention groups (Handmaker et al., 1999, Chang et al., 2005, Fleming et al.,

282

2008, Marais et al., 2011, Osterman et al., 2017). Alcohol abstinence was assessed by five studies

283

(Handmaker et al., 1999, O'Connor and Whaley, 2007, Yonkers et al., 2012, Ondersma et al., 2015,

284

Ondersma et al., 2016). Only O'Connor and Whaley (2007) showed significant results, where women

285

in the BI group were 5 times more likely to be abstinent by the third trimester of pregnancy compared

286

to the control group.

287

Five studies assessed the effects of BI on infant outcomes. The majority of studies showed no

288

significant effects of intervention on infant outcomes (Chang et al., 1999, Armstrong et al., 2009,

289

Ondersma et al., 2015). O'Connor and Whaley (2007) showed mixed effects; there was no significant

290

difference in gestational age (GA) and although a significant interaction was found between birth

291

length (BL) and initial high alcohol use, there was no clinically significant interaction between initial

292

higher alcohol intake and birth weight (BW). In a feasibility and acceptability study, Tzilos et al.

293

(2011) found significantly higher BW for the intervention group, but no significant difference

294

between the groups in GA and head circumference (HC). Lastly, one study assessed treatment
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utilisation (Winhusen et al., 2008) and found no significant difference between intervention and

296

control groups.
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297

Counselling study outcomes. The three studies that investigated counselling interventions

298

assessed two outcomes – alcohol use and abstinence. Meberg et al. (1986) found changes in alcohol

299

use and abstinence were independent of intervention. Both groups showed significantly higher alcohol

300

abstinence during pregnancy compared to pre-pregnancy period and reductions in alcohol use were

301

sustained in both groups. Similarly, the difference in the proportions of women who were abstinent or

302

continued to drink and engage in heavy episodic drinking did not differ between groups in Nilsen et

303

al. (2010) and Nilsen et al. (2012), respectively.

304

Educational study outcomes. Studies in this area generally examined both knowledge

305

acquisition and alcohol use (reduction and/or abstinence) as their study outcomes (Waterson and

306

Murray-Lyon, 1990, Sarvela and Ford, 1993, Reynolds et al., 1995). Mixed results were found in

307

Waterson and Murray-Lyon (1990), with trends generally showing no added advantage provided by

308

doctor’s advice. However, use of videos was shown to be influential in promoting knowledge in all

309

categories. The treatment group in the Adolescent Substance Prevention Education Network (ASPEN)

310

program, who were provided self-administered educational modules, had significantly higher scores

311

on knowledge compared to the control group, but no significant difference in postpartum alcohol use

312

between the groups (Sarvela and Ford, 1993). While significantly more women in the intervention

313

group reported alcohol abstinence in Reynolds et al. (1995), no significant difference in knowledge

314

was found between intervention and control groups. Health materials written at a lower reading level

315

were found to be more effective in imparting knowledge to pregnant women, however no differences

316

were reported in levels of alcohol use post-intervention (Calabro et al., 1996). Lastly, Belizan et al.

317

(1995) showed no difference in alcohol use and health service utilization between home visitation

318

compared to women given routine antenatal care, although level of significance was not reported.

319

Multicomponent intervention study outcomes. In Armstrong et al. (2003), four groups of

320

women and infants were compared: (1) screening, assessment and treatment; (2) screening and

321

assessment; (3) screening only; and (4) a control group, with no evidence of substance use. All

322

participants in Groups 1-3 had confirmed substance use. The odds ratios (ORs) comparing infants in

323

the treatment group to the control group for assisted ventilation, low BW, and preterm delivery
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indicated no significant differences. In comparison, ORs for both the screening and assessment and

325

the screening only groups for assisted ventilation, low BW, and preterm delivery were elevated

326

compared to the control group. ORs for neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) admission was higher in

327

all three groups compared to control. Masis and May (1991) demonstrated 56.3% abstinence among

328

participating women, reductions in alcohol use among 12.5% and nearly one-third (31.2%) of women

329

demonstrated no change in alcohol use compared to pre-intervention. In addition, of the 39 women in

330

the Masis and May Study, 2 had children with possible fetal alcohol syndrome or fetal alcohol effects

331

(FAS/FAE), due to needing further assessment, and 9 had children with FAS or FAE. Notably, FAE is

332

a term that is no longer in use, which previously referred to “any conditions thought to be secondary

333

to alcohol exposure in utero” (Aase et al., 1995, p. 429).
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334

Long-term study outcomes. Six studies investigated the impact of longer-term interventions

335

to prevent AEPs. Eisen et al. (2000) demonstrated significant, but non-sustained reductions in alcohol

336

and drug use and reported improved utilization of alcohol and drug treatment (maintained at 6-months

337

postpartum). Along with improved contraceptive practices, connection with service providers, and

338

better health and wellbeing in the group receiving case management and referral or day treatment

339

compared to the comparison group who did not receive program-based services. May et al. (2008)

340

found significant reductions in ‘drunk’ episodes at 6 months and non-significant reductions of alcohol

341

use at 6 and 12 months and ‘drunk’ episodes at 12 months compared to baseline, with high drop-out

342

rates noted. With high drop-out rates of 24%, de Vries et al. (2015) reported significant reductions in

343

AUDIT-C scores at all follow-up intervals over an 18-month period. Although non-significant,

344

alcohol use reduction was demonstrated at 6 months, but rebounded at 12 and 18 months compared to

345

baseline. In addition to alcohol use, de Vries et al. (2015) assessed the wellbeing and contentment of

346

participants and found there was a significant increase in happiness from baseline to 6 and 12 months.

347

The intervention group in Ernst et al. (1999) achieved better alcohol and drug treatment

348

utilization, higher rates of alcohol and drug abstinence, higher uptake of family planning, better health

349

and well-being of target children with better connection with service providers compared to the

350

control group. In Grant et al. (2005), most high risk clients who used alcohol or other drugs during an

351

index pregnancy from all three intervention sites were no longer at risk of another drug or AEP at
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program exit, either due to reliable contraceptive usage or abstinence from alcohol/drugs for at least

353

six months.

354

Whiteside-Mansell et al. (1999) evaluated the AR-CARES service and results were mixed. There was

355

significant reduction in alcohol use in the intervention compared to the control group, but no

356

differences in NICU stay and BL (not statistically significant) and no difference in APGAR, cognitive

357

development scores and BL (significance not reported).
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358

Nutritional intervention study outcomes. The studies on nutritional interventions focused on

359

infant growth and neurodevelopmental outcomes. Coles et al. (2015) assessed infant development

360

using the Bayley Scales of Infant Development, 2nd Ed (BSID-II). Multivitamin (MVM)

361

supplementation was associated with higher scores on cognitive, but not psychomotor development.

362

Motor scores were lower, but cognitive scores were not affected in those infants whose mothers were

363

provided choline in addition to MVM, compared to MVM without choline. In the other study from the

364

same Ukrainian cohort, Kable et al. (2015) assessed both infant growth and early neurodevelopmental

365

outcomes. Evaluation of early neurodevelopmental outcomes were assessed using cardiac orienting

366

responses (CORs) to auditory and visual information processing tasks within the first year of life.

367

MVM treatment was associated with longer gestation, larger HC, higher BW and longer BL. No

368

choline or MVM effect was seen for auditory stimuli. MVM combined with choline supplementation

369

was found to positively affect neurophysiological encoding and memory of visual stimuli. MVM

370

alone was not found to have a similar effect. Choline supplementation alone did not affect infants

371

with PAE differently compared to those without a history of PAE. However, infants with no history of

372

PAE demonstrated better magnitude of response in the memory condition when provided the choline

373

supplement alone. In the South African study, Jacobson et al. (2018) assessed the efficacy of prenatal

374

choline supplementation on eye-blink conditioning, infant growth, and cognition. More choline

375

treated infants met criterion for eye-blink conditioning compared to the placebo group. In terms of

376

catch-up growth, infants in the placebo arm showed reduced growth percentiles from birth to 6.5

377

months. In contrast, infants in the choline arm demonstrated considerable catch-up growth in weight

378

and HC at 6.5 and 12 months. Regarding cognitive outcomes, infants in the choline group

379

demonstrated a more optimal performance compared to placebo infants at 12 months on the Fagan
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Test of Infant Intelligence (FTII). Choline supplementation was not found to alter the incidence of

381

FAS or partial FAS.
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DISCUSSION

384
385

The current systematic review captures the breadth of available prevention initiatives over the last 50

386

years and provides a summary of evidence for prevention of AEPs and FASD among pregnant and

387

postpartum women. In addition to evaluating the effectiveness of different treatment types – BI,

388

education, counseling, multicomponent, long-term and nutritional supplementation, the current review

389

provides a broad overview of the evolution of preventive approaches.

390
391

Summary of findings

392

The findings from the current systematic review suggest a range of treatment effects for available

393

preventive approaches. Overall, the majority of BI studies did not demonstrate changes in alcohol use

394

over and above the control conditions. However, there was preliminary evidence suggesting BI may

395

be beneficial in some subgroups of pregnant women: those with higher initial alcohol consumption

396

(Handmaker et al., 1999, Chang et al., 2005, O'Connor and Whaley, 2007) and those with partner

397

involvement (Chang et al., 2005). Additionally, O’Connor and Whaley (2007) showed mixed effects

398

although both Yonkers et al. (2012) and Winhusen et al. (2008) did not demonstrate significant

399

impacts of BI. However, Osterman et al. (2017), in analyzing a subset of participants from Winhusen

400

et al. (2008), who in addition to substance use also had baseline alcohol consumption, found that BI

401

significantly reduced alcohol use days.

402

For postpartum alcohol use, both single BI during the postpartum period (Ondersma et al.,

403

2016) and four antenatal plus one postpartum motivational enhancement session ((Rubio et al., 2014)

404

did not show significant effects compared to the control groups receiving usual care. Additionally,

405

studies on computer-delivered BI, a relatively new mode of BI, were either feasibility and

406

acceptability or pilot studies. Outcomes demonstrated feasibility of these approaches, but with limited

407

sample sizes to evaluate effectiveness due to the nature of these studies (Tzilos et al., 2011, Ondersma

408

et al., 2015, Ondersma et al., 2016). Overall, it is important to note that three out of the fifteen BI
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studies, which showed no significant treatment effects, were either feasibility or pilot studies. The

410

majority of studies employing BI demonstrated reduced external validity scores on study quality

411

assessment; specifically, blinding to treatment assignment was only demonstrated by five studies

412

(Fleming et al., 2008, Tzilos et al., 2011, Rubio et al., 2014, Ondersma et al., 2015, Ondersma et al.,

413

2016). Treatment fidelity was however demonstrated by the majority of studies (Chang et al., 1999,

414

Handmaker et al., 1999, Armstrong et al., 2009, Marais et al., 2011). Regarding the different

415

intensities of the included BI studies, although we have not summarized the studies quantitatively and

416

no studies directly compared single-session to multi-session BI; there was a trend observed for an

417

increased number of the multi-session BI studies to report a significant between-group treatment

418

effect compared to the single-session BI studies.
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419

All three studies employing counselling showed no difference in alcohol use indices when

420

comparison was made between counselling and control groups who received usual care (Meberg et

421

al., 1986, Nilsen et al., 2010, Nilsen et al., 2012), with all studies reporting reductions in alcohol use

422

across both groups. Additionally, all three of these studies were scored as “poor” on the study quality

423

appraisal. Although some educational interventions demonstrated beneficial outcomes on knowledge

424

acquisition (Waterson and Murray-Lyon, 1990, Sarvela and Ford, 1993), this has not been shown to

425

translate into changes in alcohol use behavior (Waterson and Murray-Lyon, 1990, Sarvela and Ford,

426

1993, Belizan et al., 1995). A few points could contribute toward limitations in the findings. Sarvela

427

and Ford (1993), for example recruited only pregnant adolescents in their studies, affecting the

428

representativeness of the study population. Furthermore, in terms of outcome measures, change in

429

attitude may not have been adequately addressed in the measurement instruments and alcohol use

430

included only frequency and not quantity. Belizan et al. (1995) also lacked representativeness of study

431

participants. Multicomponent interventions, which included case management, were evaluated by

432

Masis and May (1991) and Armstrong et al. (2003). Armstrong et al. (2003) highlighted the

433

effectiveness of a multicomponent intervention that included screening, assessment, treatment and

434

case management during pregnancy on neonatal outcomes and was found to have a “fair” quality

435

rating. Conclusive interpretations of Masis and May (1991) were however limited by lack of

436

statistical significance reporting and overall “poor” methodological quality rating, which included

437

consideration of the study design, as there was no control group.
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438

In the longer-term studies, although there was variability in results, preliminary evidence

439

emerged for improving outcomes for women with poly-substance use, specifically interventions that

440

not only focused on addressing substance use, but also the complex interplay of health and social

441

well-being of families (e.g., Ernst et al., 1999; Grant et al., 2005; Whiteside-Mansell et al., 1999).

442

Consequently, given this more holistic approach, some of the longer-term interventions demonstrated

443

potential to benefit a wider range of factors beyond alcohol use behavior, including for example,

444

health, wellbeing, happiness (de Vries et al., 2015, Eisen et al., 2000), and connections with service

445

providers and treatment utilization (Eisen et al., 2000). However, interpretation of these studies

446

warrants consideration as three studies were scored as “poor” (Whiteside-Mansell et al., 1999, Grant

447

et al., 2005, May et al., 2008) and two as “fair” (Ernst et al., 1999, Eisen et al., 2000) on the

448

assessment of study quality tool.

449

Lastly, there was some preliminary evidence supporting the efficacy of multivitamin

450

supplementation on infant growth (Kable et al., 2015) and cognitive development (Coles et al., 2015).

451

However, MVM had no effect on COR (Kable et al., 2015) and PDI (Coles et al., 2015). Results of

452

choline supplementation alone were mixed; no effect on MDI (Coles et al., 2015), negative motor

453

outcomes (Coles et al., 2015), and positive effects on infant growth, FTII and EBC (Jacobson et al.,

454

2018) were noted. Jacobson et al. (2018) generally scored higher on all aspects of methodological

455

rating compared to studies by Coles et al. (2015) and Kable et al. (2015). Notably, only Jacobson et

456

al., (2018) was a double-blind study. While there were numerous differences between the study

457

undertaken in South Africa and the studies undertaken in the Ukraine (e.g. outcome measures and

458

study locations), it is possible that some of the observed differences in choline effectiveness could be

459

attributed to the dosage that was administered. In the Ukraine (Coles et al., 2015, Kable et al., 2015)

460

the administered dosage was 750 mg per day, whereas in South Africa (Jacobson et al., 2018) the

461

dosage was 2 gm per day. Notably, choline deficiency is prevalent in the general population around

462

the world and is commonly deficient during pregnancy (Wallace et al., 2018, Jacobson et al., 2018).

463

Further research is needed to ascertain the optimal choline dosage level and timing, alongside further

464

elucidating the complex role choline plays in infant development (Akison et al., 2018).

465
466

Considerations for future research
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In the current systematic review, as is common elsewhere in the literature, definitions of different

468

categories of alcohol consumption (i.e., heavy, moderate, low) and inclusion criteria varied between

469

studies. Although subgroup analysis in some studies showed promising effects of BI in higher risk

470

drinking compared to lower risk drinking groups (Handmaker et al., 1999, Chang et al., 2005,

471

O'Connor and Whaley, 2007), the majority of studies included participants with any level of alcohol

472

use. As reliable understanding of alcohol use in pregnancy is a prerequisite for designing effective

473

interventions and understanding the effects of interventions, consensus is required to encourage future

474

studies to adopt a more consistent approach towards collection of data. This would facilitate the

475

comparison of results across studies (Roozen et al., 2018, Poole et al., 2019).
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476

Pregnancy presents a brief, motivating period to change alcohol use behavior. However,

477

alcohol consumption during pregnancy does not occur in a vacuum (Coons, 2013), but is linked in a

478

complex manner with individual, family, societal and cultural determinants, which set the stage for

479

and perpetuate alcohol consumption (Meurk et al., 2014, Bartram et al., 2017). Many preventive

480

strategies evaluated thus far have focused primarily on influencing pregnant women’s individual

481

behavior or knowledge. Future interventions could incorporate both person-based and gender

482

transformative approaches, which not only recognize the importance of identifying and exploring

483

individual needs, challenges and perspectives, but also the interplay of multiple determinants that

484

intersect with gender in women’s lives to create risk, vulnerability or protection (Greaves and Poole,

485

2004, Nathoo, 2013, Yardley et al., 2015). Interventions that incorporate trauma-informed and harm

486

reduction approaches are also critical to help address stigma experienced and reduce barriers to

487

service access, as these approaches contribute to the holistic management and support of women who

488

have experienced any form of trauma (Patrick et al., 2000, Nathoo, 2013, Poole et al., 2016). Future

489

research could examine whether differences in effectiveness of interventions could be related to

490

different theoretical approaches (e.g., trauma-informed vs non-trauma-informed) that have been

491

utilized.

492

Only two studies (Chang et al., 2005, Belizan et al., 1995) included pregnant women’s

493

partners in their study designs. Consequently, interventions are currently lacking inclusion of the

494

wider social context (e.g., partners, family members or other support people), which could serve as

495

barriers or facilitators to effectiveness (Moore et al., 2015). For example, PAE prevention research
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could draw upon research addressing the prevention of tobacco use during pregnancy, which

497

identified different ways couples relate to each other in terms of their tobacco use (Bottorff et al.,

498

2008). The three main relational patterns (referred to as tobacco related interaction patterns; TRIPS)

499

identified were: accommodating (i.e., reduction was a mutual concern), conflictual (i.e., where there

500

was tension or disagreement about tobacco use) and disengaged (i.e., reduction was considered as an

501

individual’s responsibility; Bottorff et al., 2008). Importantly, this work highlights an area of potential

502

risk associated with interventions focused on substance use for women, whereby in some

503

circumstances reducing or abstaining from substance use could lead to increased conflict in

504

relationships, which is a critical consideration when planning and delivering interventions (Bottorff et

505

al., 2005). Addressing alcohol use from a broader perspective is also important in the context of

506

growing research regarding paternal influences on pregnancy outcomes. For instance, McBride and

507

Johnson (2016) undertook a systematic review that highlighted both the potential negative direct

508

effects of paternal preconception alcohol use on sperm, fetal and infant health, and the indirect effects

509

through paternal alcohol use being associated with increased maternal alcohol use.
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510

Furthermore, preventive efforts could be viewed as a continuous process. The majority of

511

studies included in the current review used relatively short follow-up periods and therefore, longer-

512

term studies are required to adequately assess intervention effectiveness. The health effects of alcohol

513

are cumulative (Gornbaek, 2009) and influenced by a range of contextual factors. Thus, interventions

514

may have additional health benefits if they aimed for lifetime reductions in alcohol consumption or

515

abstinence rather than just abstinence during pregnancy. The environmental and individual factors

516

that influence substance behaviour vary over the life span (Tran et al., 2015) and understanding this

517

life course variation is thus imperative to garner the reasons for drinking at different points in life and

518

target interventions using different approaches for different groups of people. For instance, BI and

519

educational interventions that prompt critical thinking about alcohol use for women and men of

520

reproductive age could make a key contribution to reducing the risk of AEPs.

521

Notably, some evidence for interventions that impacted on alcohol use among pregnant

522

women using multiple substances originated from longer-term interventions, specifically case

523

management that not only focused on reduction of alcohol and/or drug use, but also on addressing the

524

complex interplay of health and social well-being of both mothers and children (Ernst et al., 1999).
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This included facilitation of integrated service delivery among different providers with home

526

visitations, working actively within the context of extended family (Grant et al., 2005), and

527

comprehensive treatment services to low income pregnant and parenting women with

528

multidisciplinary team involvement, guided by individualized treatment plans (Whiteside-Mansell et

529

al., 1999). A related approach that is yet to be examined in the PAE/FASD prevention literature is

530

caseload midwifery. Caseload midwifery is a model of care that ensures women receive care

531

throughout pregnancy, labor, birth, and into the postnatal period from one or two known midwives

532

(Reid et al., 2019). Despite the evidence supporting a wide range of positive outcomes related to

533

caseload midwifery (e.g., for review see Sandall et al. (2016), access to this model of care in some

534

countries is still extremely limited (e.g., Dawson et al., 2016). Given the opportunity women have in a

535

caseload midwifery model to develop a trusting and supportive relationship with their midwife, this

536

individualized antenatal care approach could provide an important preventative opportunity (Hocking

537

et al., 2019, Whitehead et al., 2019).

538

Strengths and limitations of the current review and included studies

539

The current systematic review collated the available evidence for effectiveness of AEP and FASD

540

prevention. It provides a broad overview of the different approaches undertaken globally, with

541

inclusion for the first time of nutritional supplementation studies. Several limitations of the current

542

review need to be taken into consideration. One limitation was the exclusion of grey literature, which

543

may reduce the scope of evidence reviewed. This exposes the review to publication bias as peer-

544

reviewed literature has less propensity to publish studies with negative outcomes. Furthermore, a

545

number of included studies lacked comparison groups and/or reporting of statistical significant

546

results; this was particularly noted for the multi-component and longer-term interventions. Future

547

research could also assist with elucidating potential benefits of multi-component and longer-term

548

interventions that focus concurrently on different aspects of complexity for women and children, and

549

which may have the potential to benefit families with multiple and complex needs. In addition, as

550

alcohol use in pregnancy is closely associated with social determinants of health (Roche et al., 2015),

551

the findings from higher income countries need to be confirmed in other middle or low-income

552

countries. Given only 13 studies that fulfilled the inclusion criteria were identified since the most
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recent comprehensive review undertaken by Ospina et al. (2011), support for more research activities

554

from countries that have a high prevalence of PAE is highly indicated and timely.

555

Conclusions

556

BIs were the predominant intervention implemented for preventing alcohol use among pregnant and

557

post-partum women employed over the last thirty years. However, the evidence for BIs was mixed,

558

with some preliminary evidence suggesting BIs may be more effective for those with higher initial

559

alcohol use levels and with partner involvement. More recently, maternal nutritional supplementation

560

is an emerging area of research, which is promising as it recognizes the complexity and difficulty of

561

completely preventing alcohol use during pregnancy, particularly given that the majority of

562

pregnancies are unplanned. Future research could consider how different types of nutritional

563

supplementation could be implemented in conjunction with context-based prevention approaches.

564

Further work is required not only to develop and rigorously evaluate effective strategies for

565

prevention of AEP and FASD, but also to accord attention to the wider contextual issues that may be

566

playing a role in maintaining alcohol use in order to enhance intervention acceptability, engagement

567

and effectiveness.
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Table 1.
Study characteristics

Authors (Year)

Study

Country

design

Study setting

Study population#
&

Age range;

PAE

Level of PAE

Longest follow-

Mean

assessment

for inclusion

up period

18-43; 30.7

T-ACE, TLFB

T-ACE+ve

1st PP visit (Av 57

Sample size##

Brief Intervention
Chang et al. (1999)

RCT

Obstetric clinics

USA
Handmaker et al.

I: 123 C: 127
RCT

Antenatal clinics

(1999) USA
Chang et al. (2005)

RCT

Obstetric clinics

RCT

Antenatal clinics

USA
Osterman and

CCT

Antenatal clinics

RCT

Antenatal clinic

RCT

Hospital

(2016) USA
O’Connor et al. (2007)

BDP, TLR

≥1 drink/mth

2 months

Pregnant +/- partners

NR; *I:32,

T-ACE, TLFB,

T-ACE≥2

Postpartuma

I: 152 C: 152

*C:30.7

AASEb

Pregnant

18–45; 26

T-ACE, TLFB

High risk

1 month

18-44; 24.9

AUDIT, other

Any level

6 weeks

Positive T-

90 days

Pregnant
I: 29 C: 27

USA
Ondersma et. al.

NR; 24

I:27 C:23

Dyehouse (2012) USA
Ondersma et al. (2015)

Pregnant

days)

I: 16 C: 18

USA
Tzilos et al. (2011)

Pregnant

alcohol itemsd

Pregnant

18 – 37;

I: 24 C: 24

NR

Postpartum

NR; 27.1

I: 41 C: 42
CCT

Public clinics

Pregnant
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T-ACE, NIAAA

ACE
T-ACE, TLFB,

T-ACE> 2, SR

6 months

Any level

At delivery

ASSIST
NR;

TWEAK
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USA
Fleming et al. (2008)

I:117 C:138

C: 28.5
RCT

Obstetric clinics

USA
Winhusen et al. (2008)

RCT

SU CTPs

USA
Armstrong et al.,

RCTc

Obstetric clinics

I: 122 C: 113

*28

Pregnant SU

NR; 26

Pregnant

RCTc

Health clinics

High risk

6 months

TLFB

Required SU

4 months

treatment
18-44; NR

Questionnaire

Any level

2 weeks
postpartum

Pregnant

I:24.3

I: 97 C: 82

C: 25.3

RCT

Hospital-based

Pregnant

NR; 27.4

health clinics

I:82 C:86

AUDIT

Any level

Just before birth

TWEAKf,

TWEAK ≥3

3 months

TLFB, Breath

postpartum

Alcohol Test
RCT

Obstetric clinics

Pregnant; I: 125 C:126

USA
Osterman et. al. (2017)

TLFB

UC(ES):298 C:344

USA
Rubio et al. (2014)

18-41+;

I(ESP): 266

South Africa
Yonkers et al. (2012)

Postpartum

I: 81 C: 81

(2009) USA
Marais et al. (2011)

I: 27.9

NR;

Screening

Specific

12 months

I: 23.5 C:

interview

criterae

postpartum

TLFB

Required SU

16 weeks

24.1
RCT

USA

Substance Use

Pregnant

NR; 28

Outpatient

I: 27 C:14

I: GP clinic

Pregnant

NR; I:26.9

Cahalan

C: Hospital

I: 49 C: 56

C: 26.6

methodg

treatment

Counseling
Meberg et al. (1986)
Norway

CCT
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Post-delivery
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Reynolds et al. (1995)

CCT

USA
Nilsen et al. (2010)

Cohort

Sweden
Nilsen et al. (2012)

Cohort

Public maternity

Pregnant/Postpartum

NR; I:22.7

T-ACE,

clinics

I: 42 C: 36

C:22.2

questionnaire

Maternity Care

Pregnant

<19 to >40;

Center

I: 931 C: 924

NR

Antenatal clinic

Pregnant

≤19 to ≥40;

I: 942 C: 922

NR

Pregnant

NR, NR

Sweden

Any levels

2 months

AUDIT-C

Any level

Postpartum

AUDIT-C,

Any level

6 months

Questionnaire

No alcohol

Post-delivery

Education
Waterson and Lyon,

CCT

Antenatal clinic

(1990) UK
Sarvela and Ford,

2 trials, 4 groupsh
CCT

(1993) USA
Belizan et al. (1995)

CCT

Regional health

Pregnant adolescents

centers

I: 103 C:85

Home-based

Pregnant +/- support

South America
Calabro et al. (1996)

criteria
NR, NR

Interview

No alcohol

Post-delivery

criteria
NR, NR

NR

Heavy

person

Postpartum 40
days

I: 1009 C: 1019
CCT

USA

Public maternity

Pregnant

15 – 44,

clinics

126 English, 126

NR

Questionnaire

No alcohol

Immediately post.

criteria

Spanish

Intensive
Ernst et al., (1999)
USA

Cohort

Home visitation

Pregnant

I: NR, 27.4

I: 60 C: 25

C: NR,
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Interview

Heavy or illicit
drugs

3 years
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Whiteside-Mansell et

27.8

Cohort

al. (1999)

Residential and

Pregnant/parent

NR; I: 28.8

Interview, urine

home based

I: 72 C: 23

C: 26.3

toxicology

NR

Pregnant

NR; NR

Interview

Any level

5 years

Any level

6 months

USA
Eisen et al. (2000)

Cohort

USA
Grant et al. (2005)

I: 124 C: 67
Cohort

Home visitation

USA
May et al. (2008) USA

de Vries et al. (2015)

Pregnant/postpartum

postpartum
NR; i

Questionnaire

High risk

3 years

NR; 24.5

Questionnaire

High risk

72 months

High risk

18 months

I: 216, C: Ernst et al,
(1999)
BAA

Community

Pregnant/mother of
child with FASD
I: 132 No control

Cohort

SA

Antenatal

Pregnant

15 – 40;

AUDIT,

clinics/home

I: 51 No Control

24.9

Questionnaire

Hospital and

Pregnant/postpartum

16 – 41;

Questionnaire

Any level

18 months

community

I: 32 No control

27.2

Obstetric clinics

Pregnant;

<19 & >35;

Modified

Any level

At delivery

and hospitals

4 study groupsj

NR

CAGE,

visits

Multicomponent
Masis and May (1991)

BAA

USA
Armstrong et al.
(2003) USA

Cohort
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TWEAK, urine
toxicology

Nutritional Supplement
Coles et al. (2015)*

RCT

Ukraine

Diagnostic &

Pregnant

perinatal centers

Referk

NR;NRl

Questionnairem

Low/

TLFB

Unexposed

6 months

Mod/Heavy

Kable et al. (2015)

RCT

Diagnostic Center

Ukraine

Pregnant

NR;NRo

Refern

Questionnaire,

Low/

TLFB,

unexposed

TWEAK.

Heavy/

Prior to 1 yr.

moderate

Jacobson et al. (2018)

RCT

Antenatal clinics

South Africa

Pregnant

NR, I: 26.6

I: 31 C: 31

C: 27

TLFB

Heavy alcohol

12 months

use

Note. AASE = Alcohol Abstinence Self-Efficacy scale; ASSIST = Alcohol, Smoking and Substance Involvement Screening Test; AUDIT =Alcohol Use Disorder
Identification Test; av = average; BAA = Before-and-after study; BDP = Brief drinker profile; CAGE = Cut Down Annoyed Eye-opener; dy = day; EB = Eye-blink;
ES = Early Start; EngS = English speaking; ESP = Early Start Plus; mth=month; NIAAA = National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Task Force on
Recommended Alcohol Questions; NR = Not reported; PAE = Prenatal Alcohol Exposure; PP = Postpartum; SS = Spanish speaking; SU = substance use; T-ACE =
Tolerance, Annoyance, Cut Down, Eye Opener; TLFB = Timeline Follow back; TLR = Timeline Reconstruction of Drinking; TWEAK = Tolerance, Worried, Eyeopener, Amnesia, Cut down; TAU= Treatment as usual.
* Coles
# At

et al. (2015) and Kable et al. (2015) included participants from the same prospective cohort study.

recruitment

a Time

## Completed

intervention *Median

period not provided b To measure evaluations of participants’ temptation to drink and efficacy to abstain in 20 common

situations. c Cluster RCT d Other drinking-related items reported by the pregnant women included (a) number of days drinking in a typical week and (b) number of

standard drinks in a typical day. Women reported these drinking behaviours for the last 30 days and last year at baseline and for the last 4 to 6 weeks at follow-up. e ≥ 3
drinks/week between conception and recognition of pregnancy OR ≥ 1 drink/week after recognition of pregnancy OR ≥1 binge (≥ 4drinks/occasion) after conception. f
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Modified TWEAK; modified by adding “and drugs” to questions for alcohol. g (Cahalan et al., 1969) h 2 trials, 4 groups; Trial 1- Group 1 versus Group 2; Trial 2Group 3 versus group 4;
Group1(n=477), Group 2 (n=559), Group 3 (n=564), Group 4 (n=500); Group 1and 3: written information only, Group 2: Written information + personal advice and
reinforcement by doctor, Group 4: Written information + personal advice and reinforcement by doctor + viewing of video. i Original Site: 27.6; Seattle Replication:
28.7; Tahoma Replication: 28.4 j 782 Screened, Assessed and Treated (SAT), 348 Screened and Assessed (SA), 262 Screened, 5382 Control. k Low or no alcohol

exposure (204): 98 control, 58 Multivitamin, 48 Multivitamin and choline; Moderate to heavy drinking (163): 78 control, 38 Multivitamin, 47 Multivitamin and
choline. l Mean age for alcohol use - No supplement (25.47), Supplement overall (26.12); Multivitamin only (26.03), Multivitamin+choline (26.19) Mean age for

control group – No supplement (26.63), Supplement overall (26.32); Multivitamin only (26.12), Multivitamin+choline (26.56) m Validated by Barr and Streissguth
(Barr and Streissguth, 2001) n Alcohol consuming (35 No Theravit, 23 Theravit only, 19 Theravit+Choline); Comparison group – Non-alcohol-consuming (46 No
Theravit, 27 Theravit, 18 Theravit + Choline). o Mean age for alcohol use group – No MVM (26.2), MVM overall (25.4); MVM only (25.3), MVM+ Choline 25.6
Mean age for control group – No MVM (27.4), MVM overall (26); MVM only (26.1), MVM+ choline 25.8
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Table 2. Intervention and control group details and key study outcomes and findings.
Study Author

Intervention

Control

Brief interventions – Single session
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Key outcomes

Key findings

Accepted Article

Study Author
Chang et al. (1999)

Intervention

Control

Key outcomes

Key findings

Comprehensive

Comprehensive

 Drinks per

More likely to remain abstinent in the BI group

alcohol use assessment

alcohol use

and a 45-minute BI

assessment.

session.

day/drinking episodes
 M birth weight
 APGAR scores

compared to control.
No differences in alcohol use or birth outcomes
between groups.

Handmaker et al.

Initial assessment and

Assessment and

 Total SECs

Those with highest initial BAC in the MI group

(1999)

One 60-minute MI

written

 Estimated peak BACs

showed significant ↓ compared to corresponding

Pilot

session.

information - risks

 Total days abstinent past

controls.

Chang et al. (2005)

of PAE and

2 months.

referral.
Initial interview and

Interview.

one 25-minute BI

No differences in total SECs or days abstinent
between groups.

 Drinks/drinking day

BI more effective ↓ PAE for women with higher

 % of drinking days

consumption. BI more effective ↓ PAE for

session, with partners.

women with higher consumption when partners
were involved.

Tzilos et al. (2011)

Alcohol use screener,

Screening, and

TLFB

Higher birth weight in intervention group.

Computer-delivered

one 15 to 20-minute

written

 Infant outcomes: BW,

No differences in PAE between groups.

BI

computer BI session.

information.

Osterman and

Screening

Screening and

 Drinking days/week

Dyehouse (2012)

questionnaire and one

baseline

 Standard drinks/day.

30-minute MI session.

questionnaires.

GA, HC.

Feasibility study
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No significant differences between groups.
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Study Author

Intervention

Control

Key outcomes

Key findings

Assessment.

No. drinking days

Intervention was feasible and acceptable. No
significant differences found between groups.

Ondersma et al.

Single 20-minute MI

(2015)

tablet-based interactive

 Alcohol abstinence

Electronic screening

session. 3 tailored

 Infant outcomes: Live

and BI

emails.

birth, BW, NICU stay.

Pilot
Assessment.

 7-day point prevalence

Ondersma et al.

Assessment and single

(2016)

20-minute MI tablet-

Electronic screening

based interactive

 Days of alcohol use

and BI Pilot

session.

M std drinks/wk

abstinence.

Intervention acceptability was moderate. No
significant differences between groups.

No. binge episodes/wk

Brief Intervention – Multi-session
O’Connor et al.

Multisession BI by

(2007)

nutritionist, 10 to15

Assessment.

 Abstinence at 3rd
trimester

minutes each.

 Infant outcomes: BW,
BL, GA.

BI group 5 times more likely abstinent.
Initial higher PAE: ↑birth weight BI group.
Initial lower PAE: ↓birth weight BI group.
≥ 2 drinks birth length ↑ BI group.
No differences in gestational age.

Fleming et al. (2008)

Initial survey,

Initial survey and

 M no. drinks

Pre-post reduction in all alcohol use outcomes in

Healthy Moms Study

interview, two 15-

health booklet.

 M drinking days

favour of the BI group.

minute face-to-face BI
sessions and 1 phone
call 2 wks post.
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 M heavy drinking days
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Study Author
Winhusen et al.

Intervention
3 MET sessions

Control

Key outcomes

Key findings

TAU

 Treatment utilization

No evidence MET was more effective than

 AOD Self-report and

TAU.

(2008)
MET
Armstrong et al.

urine toxicology.
Early Start Plus (ESP)a

Early Start (ES)b

(2009)



Infant outcomesc

↑ birth weight ES compared to control. ↓preterm



Maternal outcomesd

birth ESP compared to control. No differences

Early Start Plus
Marais et al. (2011)

between ES and ESP.
Comprehensive

Assessment and

assessment and 3 BI

written

sessions.

information.

Yonkers et al. (2012)

Intake assessment and

Brief advice

MET + CBT

average of five 30-min

typically 1 minute.

MET-CBT sessions

 AUDIT

Significant ↓AUDIT scores in intervention
compared to control.

 % of days used
substances

Substance use ↓ in both groups. No treatment
effects between groups. For women with

 Urine analysis

diagnosis of abuse/dependence MET-CBT more

 Infant outcomes:

effective.

Preterm birth & BW.

Rubio et al. (2014)

5 face-to-face MET;

MET

Last session at 6

TAU.

 Proportion with any
alcohol use.

Mean no. of drinks/day ↑ postpartum for both
groups. Intervention group consumed fewer

weeks postpartum; 10

 No. of drinks/day

drinks but was not significant in the multivariate

to 30 min each.

 Infant outcomes: BW,

model.
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Study Author

Intervention

Osterman et al.

3 MET-PS sessions

Control

Key outcomes

Key findings

Individual TAU.

 Proportion of alcohol

MET-PS ↓ alcohol and illicit drug use at follow-

(2017)§

use days.

up compared to controls.

MET
Counseling
Meberg et al. (1986)

2 session with a

TAU

midwife 1hr each.

 Absolute Alcohol/day
grams

Reynolds et al.

Education session +

Education session

(1995)

self-help CBT

+ TAU

Questionnaire-based

TAU

Alcohol quit rate

Both groups reduced alcohol use, with no
significant effect of intervention found.
Trend for ↑ quit rate in treatment compared to
control (p = .058).

Self-help CBT
Nilsen et al. (2010)

Nilsen et al. (2012)

counselling

 Proportion of abstinent
women.

More favourable advice in the counselling group
compared to TAU. No significant differences in
alcohol use between groups.

Midwife

TAU

Counselling

 Frequency of alcohol use

Information more favourably perceived in the

 Typical quantity

intervention group. No significant differences in

 Heavy episodic use

alcohol use between groups.

No significant differences between groups.

Education
Waterson and

Trial 1e

Group 1e

 Knowledge

Murray-Lyon (1990)

Trial 2 f

Group 3f

 Units of alcohol/day
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Study Author

Intervention

Sarvela and Ford

8 self-administered

(1993)

health modules

Control

Key outcomes

Key findings

TAU



Health knowledge and

Significant ↑knowledge compared to control. No

attitudes

significant differences in attitudes or AOD use.

ASPEN

Belizan et al., (1995)

Calabro et al. (1996)



AOD use last 5
months.

Home visiting health

TAU



Health-related

No significant differences in health behavior or

behavioursg

service utilization between the groups. Increased



Service utilization

health knowledge in the intervention group



Health knowledge

compared to control.



Knowledge, attitudes

3rd grade reading level material more effective

material in English or

and intentions to

for both English and Spanish speaking women.

Spanish at either 3rd

consume alcohol.

education program

Health education

grade or

10th

No control

grade

reading level.

Multicomponent
Masis and May

Primary, secondary

(1991)

and tertiary prevention

No control

strategies.
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Child diagnostic

9 FAS or FAE, 2 possible FAS or FAEp.

outcomes

Alcohol use: 56.3% abstinent, 12.5% ↓, 31.2%



Alcohol use status

↔h



Contraceptive use

10.3% use of birth control, 15.4% tubal
ligations. i

Accepted Article

Study Author

Intervention

Control

Key outcomes

Key findings

Armstrong et al.,

Screening, counselling

Screened negative  Assisted ventilation

Treatment group ↓ rates of assisted ventilation,

(2003)

and case management.j

for AOD.

low birth weight and preterm delivery.

Early Start

Attended at least 1

 Preterm delivery

appointment.

 NICU stay

 Low BW: <2500gm

Nutritional
Coles et al. (2015)

 Bayley PDI and MDI

MVM supplementation associated with ↑ MDI

scores at 6 months.

scores and no effect on PDI scores. No effect of

Moderate/heavy:

Low/unexposed

No MVM

No MVM

Daily MVM

Daily MVM

choline on MDI scores, trend for more negative

Daily MVM+750 mg

Daily MVM + 750

motor outcomes.

choline.

mg choline

Moderate/heavy:

Low/unexposed

 GA, BW, BL, HC.

MVM ↑ GA, BW, BL & HC

No MVM

No MVM

 Cardiac orienting response

MVM only no effect on COR

Daily MVM

Daily MVM

Daily MVM+750mg

Daily MVM +

choline

750mg choline

Jacobson et al.

Choline 2 gm daily

Placebo

(2018)

Kable et al. (2015)

(COR)

MVM + choline positive COR effect

 Eye-blink conditioning

Choline significantly ↑ scores FTII and eye-blink

from time of

 Growth

conditioning. Choline significantly ↑ weight and

enrollment to delivery.

 Fagan Test of Infant

head circumference from 6.5mths to 12mths No
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Intelligencek (FTII)
FASD diagnosis

significant difference in FASD diagnosis.
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Study Author

Intervention

Control

Key outcomes

Key findings

 AOD treatment

Summary scores of all domains significantly ↑ in

Intensive
Ernst et al. (1999)

Home visiting case

No intervention.

Parent-Child

management.

Phone call every

Assistance Program

6-months.

Intensive residential

Women who

al. (1999)

and/or home-based

declined services.

AR-CARES program

treatment.

 AOD abstinence

in individual domains not significant. In general,

 Family planning

increased hours of treatment/week led to better

 Child health/wellbeing

outcomes.

 AOD use
 BW, BL, HC, GA,
APGAR

Significant ↓ alcohol and drug use, premature
labor and maternal infection in intervention
group compared to controls. Longer program

 NICU stay

participation associated with ↑ birth weight. No

 Bayley PDI and MDI

significant differences in BL, APGAR or Bayley
scores.

Case management and

Not participating

AOD use last 30 days

Alcohol and drug use ↓from intake to delivery in

referral or day

in treatment

Service utilisation

intervention group not maintained at 6 months

treatment (10 to 20

services.

postpartum.

hours/week).

Intervention group accessed significantly more
services.

Grant et al. (2005)

3-year home visiting

Comparison made

Parent-Child

case management

to cohort from

Assistance Program

the treatment group compared to controls. Scores

 Service connection

Whiteside-Mansell et

Eisen et al. (2000)

utilization

Ernst et al., (1999)
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 Addiction Severity
Index

Compared to Ernst et al. (1999), higher
proportion of women completed AOD
treatment. 2 sites demonstrated longer duration

Accepted Article

Study Author

Intervention

Control

Key outcomes

Key findings

 Service utilization

of AOD abstinence. Majority of women at all 3

 Contraception

sites were no longer at risk of alcohol exposed
pregnancy – due to alcohol abstinence or use of
contraception.

May et al. (2008)

Enhanced case

Enhanced case

management. M 17.2

management

months, range = 1 to

No control.

AOD use

↓ alcohol and drug use at 12 months.

 Contraceptive use

↑contraceptive use at 12 months.

 Alcohol use

↓ AUDIT-C score at 6, 12 and 18 mths.

 Happiness scale

↓ weekend alcohol use at 2nd and 3rd trimester.

98 months.

de Vries et al. (2015)

Clinic and/or home-

Case management

based case

No control

management (monthly

↑ Happiness from baseline to 6 & 12 mths.

or x2/mth for 18
months)

Note. AOD = Alcohol or Drug; AR-CARES = Arkansas Center for Addiction Research, Education, and Services; ASPEN = Adolescent Substance Prevention
Education Network; AUDIT = Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test; BAC = Blood alcohol concentration; beh = behaviour; BW = Birth weight; BI = Brief
Intervention; BL = birth length; CBT = Cognitive Behavioural Therapy; FAE = Fetal Alcohol Effect; FAS = Fetal Alcohol Syndrome; FASD = Fetal Alcohol Spectrum
Disorder; GA = gestational age; HC = Head circumference; M = Mean; MDI = Mental Developmental Index; MET = Motivational Enhancement Therapy; MI =
Motivational Interviewing; MVM =Multivitamin and mineral; NICU = Neonatal Intensive Care Unit; No.= number; PAE = Prenatal alcohol exposure; PDI =
Psychomotor Developmental Index; qty = quantity; SEC = Standard ethanol content; TAU = Treatment as usual; TLFB = Timeline Follow-back.
§ Subgroup analysis of Winhusen et al. (2008) – those using alcohol among pregnant substance users. aEarly Start = a substance abuse screening and treatment program

integrated with prenatal care focused on abstention. b Early Start Plus = Computerised drink-size assessment tool and intervention focused on drinking less. c Five infant
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outcomes were studied: assisted ventilation, low birth weight (<2500g), preterm delivery (<35 weeks gestational age), Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) admission,
and rehospitalization within 2 weeks of discharge from birth hospitalization. d Five maternal outcomes: preterm labour, preeclampsia, placenta previa, placental

abruption, and rehospitalization within 2 weeks of discharge from delivery hospitalization.
e Trial
f

1: Compares group 1 & 2. Group 1: Written info Group 2: Written info plus doctor’s personal advice and reinforcement

Trial 2: Compares group 2 & 3. Group 3: Written info (similar to Group 1). Group 4: Written info plus personal advice plus video. Video – 4 minutes, designed to

encourage mothers to reduce drinking and suggestions to reduce drinking g Health-related behaviours – diet, smoking, alcohol, maternal strain

h Data

from 32 women as 7 were no longer in service area at end of 18 months. i Data from 39 women. j 4 study groups: SAT – Screened and assessed by EARLY

Start, diagnosed as chemically dependent or substance-abusing by Early Start specialist and at least one follow-up Early Start appointment. (Early Start Program –
diagnose all levels of substance abuse problems, linkage with prenatal service, referral to treatment programs); SA- Screened and assessed by EARLY Start to be
chemically dependent or substance abusing by Early Start specialist but did not have subsequent Early Start follow-up appointments; S – only screened; C- Control.
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